Bring a Road Scholar to your town

Our roster of Road Scholars features historians, professors, authors, and other experts who deliver fascinating, humanities-rich presentations across Alabama.

Your choice of:

30+ scholars | 80+ presentations

Topics include:

• Art
• Culture and folklore
• Film studies
• Genealogy
• History
• Literature
• Music
• Women’s studies
• And many more

Road Scholars make ideal speakers for:

• Libraries and schools
• Historical societies
• Cultural organizations
• Nonprofits
• Civic gatherings
• Local workplaces

Book a Road Scholar!

Speaker fees:
$50-$75. Book 45 days in advance. Virtual presentations available!

Road Scholars Speaker Bureau | Scholarly storytelling for your community.
Presented by the ALABAMA HUMANITIES ALLIANCE

Learn more:
205.558.3992 | landerson@alabamahumanities.org | alabamahumanities.org/program/road-scholars